MEMORANDUM

TO:       Council Members
FROM:     John Shurts

SUBJECT: Background presentation on Bonneville’s statutory responsibilities with regard to power sales and resource acquisitions

At the April Council meeting, Tim Johnson from the Bonneville General Counsel’s office will give a background presentation by webinar on Bonneville’s statutory responsibilities and authorities with regard to power sales and resource acquisitions. We feel this will be good background for the members as you head into the power plan. We have asked Tim for a presentation that will cover the following topics:

- Basic statutory structure for Bonneville in terms of power sales obligations and resource acquisition authorities and requirements
- Current agency construct under these statutes: contractual obligations; related cost/rate structure; resources – to 2028
- Post 2028 – situation; legal context; opportunities; limits

When we get a set of presentation slides or a more detailed outline from Tim, I will send it around.